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Efficient numerical programs are required for proper functioning of many systems. Today’s tools offer a variety of optimizations to generate efficient floating-point implementations that are specific to a program’s
input domain. However, sound optimizations are of an “all or nothing” fashion with respect to this input
domain—if an optimizer cannot improve a program on the specified input domain, it will conclude that no
optimization is possible. In general, though, different parts of the input domain exhibit different rounding
errors and thus have different optimization potential. We present the first regime inference technique for
sound optimizations that automatically infers an effective subdivision of a program’s input domain such that
individual sub-domains can be optimized more aggressively. Our algorithm is general; we have instantiated
it with mixed-precision tuning and rewriting optimizations to improve performance and accuracy, respectively. Our evaluation on a standard benchmark set shows that with our inferred regimes, we can, on average,
improve performance by 65% and accuracy by 54% with respect to whole-domain optimizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Numerical algorithms in many domains require accurate yet efficient implementations, and
this is particularly true for often resource-constraint embedded systems. When using reals [8]
is prohibitively expensive, IEEE-754 floating-point arithmetic [26] provides a convenient and
practical trade-off: finite precision enables an efficient execution, at the expense of rounding
errors and thus reduced accuracy. Floating-point arithmetic is specifically suited for systems that
come with a hardware floating-point unit, as many microcontrollers do today [3], and that need
to perform complex math [4, 24], including elementary functions such as sine and logarithm that
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Fig. 1. Example program
coordinates.
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carthesianToPolar_radius

that computes polar ‘radius’ from Cartesian

are conveniently and efficiently implemented in library functions. Depending on the needs of an
application, we can increase accuracy as needed by choosing a higher precision [1, 2, 6], at the
expense of longer running time.
However, choosing a suitable precision even for relatively short arithmetic expressions is challenging. Each arithmetic operation potentially introduces a rounding error that propagates in unintuitive ways through the remaining computation [19]. Additionally, the magnitude of rounding
errors further depends on the magnitude of an expression’s variables, as well as the exact order of
computations [12, 37]. This makes manual navigation of the accuracy-efficiency trade-off essentially infeasible, especially for non-numerical experts.
The need for automated tool support motivated the development of a number of recent tools that
analyze [17, 18, 20, 35, 42] and optimize numerical programs w.r.t performance or accuracy. For
instance, mixed-precision tuning [9, 10, 12, 27, 38] automatically assigns different precisions to different arithmetic operations (hence mixed precision), while meeting some overall, user-specified
error bound. Operations that significantly contribute to the final error are assigned a higher
precision, whereas other operations can be performed in a lower precision in order to improve
performance. Orthogonally, we can increase accuracy of floating-point expressions by rewriting
them [12, 15, 37, 44, 46] using real-valued identities or approximations. Associativity and distributivity do not hold in floating-point arithmetic, and thus different orders of computation will exhibit
different errors.
Since rounding errors depend on the magnitude of an expression’s variables, such optimizations
are necessarily specialized for a particular user-defined input domain. However, most current tools
consider the specified input domain as a whole, that is, they generate one optimized expression for
the entire domain. This often leads to suboptimal results, because rounding errors typically vary
across the input domain, and so the optimized expression may not be the ideal choice for a large
part of the input domain. Consider, for instance, the program carthesianToPolar_radius and its
error profile (for uniform double precision) in Figure 1 that shows the absolute errors of the function’s results for different inputs; darker color depicts larger rounding errors. The plot indicates
that inputs from the top right corner induce higher rounding errors, and thus sub-domains closer
to the top-right corner will require a higher (mixed) precision assignment than bottom-left parts
of the domain, and may require a different rewriting than other parts of the domain.
A few recent tools [37, 44, 46] propose to generate regimes—a partition of the input domain into
sub-domains, each with a different optimized version of the program. These tools apply rewrites
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in order to repair high rounding errors in certain parts of the domain. While they can successfully
improve programs that suffer from large numerical issues, they estimate errors using a dynamic
analysis (sampling) and thus do not provide accuracy guarantees. Furthermore, they are not immediately applicable for optimizing numerically stable code, i.e. without particularly large rounding
errors.
In this paper, we present the first regime inference for sound floating-point optimizations, i.e.
for optimizations whose accuracy analysis computes guaranteed worst-case error bounds for all
possible (specified) inputs. Our approach partitions the input domain and optimizes each part
separately with an existing sound mixed-precision tuning or rewriting optimization routine, improving performance or accuracy, respectively. By doing so, we provide a significant benefit also
for numerically stable code.
Inferring effective regimes for sound optimizations is nontrivial. In particular, we cannot simply
take partitions derived by a dynamic analysis from one of the existing tools [37, 44, 46]. While the
error profile in Figure 1(b), which was also obtained with a dynamic analysis, appears to suggest
certain partitions, these do not necessarily lead to partitions for which sound optimizations will
provide any improvement. This is because we need to find regimes for which a sound optimization
routine can prove that a particular error bound holds. Since sound error analyses necessarily abstract rounding errors, they commit over-approximations that are hard to predict a priori, and that
make it difficult to guess a regime by sampling. Furthermore, the space of possible optimizations
is highly discontinuous. For instance, mixed-precision tuning considers only a small number of
distinct precisions for each variable, and changing the precision of only a single variable can have
a disproportionate impact on the overall error.
In principle, there are infinitely many possible regimes and enumerating all of them is infeasible,
especially because today’s sound optimizations are relatively expensive. Furthermore, each domain
split results in at least one conditional statement in the final generated code, which introduces an
additional cost at runtime and decreases code readability. Moreover, for multivariate programs
splitting along one variable’s domain can be more beneficial than splitting along the other.
Due to the inherent complexity, we do not attempt to infer optimal regimes. Instead, we focus
on finding regimes with interval sub-domains and combine two heuristic approaches inspired by
techniques that have been successful in the area of floating-point analysis. Interval sub-domains
allow to keep the regimes’ cost low, as lower and upper bounds of each variable can be efficiently
checked for at runtime.
Our algorithm first starts generating regimes bottom-up. Inspired by interval subdivision [13, 20],
it splits the input domains of all variables to create a fixed number of sub-domains. It optimizes
each separately and then attempts to merge sub-regimes with the same optimized expressions.
Next, the algorithm proceeds in a top-down fashion inspired by branch-and-bound techniques [41].
Starting with the sub-domains generated by the bottom-up phase, the algorithm iteratively splits
some of them on-demand, in each iteration selecting the variable to split based on the optimization
objective. This combined technique allows to explore the space of regimes in both breadth as well
as depth and avoids getting stuck at a local optimum.
Our regime inference algorithm is generic in the optimization and the optimizer. In this paper,
we instantiate it with the currently available sound optimizations for floating-point arithmetic:
rewriting and two mixed-precision tuning routines from Daisy [12] and FPTuner [9], respectively.
The overall soundness of our approach follows from the soundness of the individual optimizers, i.e.
our approach guarantees that an overall error bound (specified by the user) is met. While we do not
have a formal proof that can be checked independently by an interactive theorem prover, existing
techniques for formal verification of rounding errors already support interval subdivision [7] so
we expect them to generalize to our generated regimes as well.
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Fig. 2. Source code of the azimuth benchmark.

Daisy and FPTuner can optimize straight-line numerical expressions consisting of arithmetic
and elementary operations. Unfortunately, no sound tool is available that can directly optimize
loops since even bounding rounding errors in loops is a largely unsolved orthogonal problem [14].
That said, errors or noise in embedded control loops are often handled with control-theoretic techniques [5], so that the loop body can be optimized in isolation, and thus by our approach. For
loops with a limited number of iterations, our approach can be applied to the unrolled loop, at the
expense of (significantly) increased program size.
In this paper, we only consider IEEE-754 floating-point arithmetic, which is supported by both
Daisy and FPTuner. However, our approach is also applicable to other arithmetics. Provided a suitable hardware-specific cost function, our algorithm can infer regimes for fixed-points programs
(e.g., using Daisy, FPTuner does not support fixed-point arithmetic). For more complicated arithmetics, like mixed integer and finite-precision programs, currently there are no tools to perform
sound optimizations directly (i.e. without approximating integers by floating-points), but once
such tools appear, they can be immediately used within our framework (together with an appropriate cost function).
We evaluate our approach on 100 benchmarks from the standard benchmark set FPBench [11]
and show that our algorithm infers regimes that on average improve performance by 65% and accuracy by 54%, compared to Daisy’s whole-domain optimizations, and by 52% compared to FPTuner’s
mixed-precision optimizations.
Contributions. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• we present the first sound regime inference algorithm,
• that we implement in a prototype tool called Regina, available open-source at
https://github.com/malyzajko/daisy, and
• extensively evaluate it using mixed-precision tuning and rewriting optimizations and show
that regime inference is highly beneficial for sound floating-point optimizations.
2

EXAMPLE

Before explaining our regime inference algorithm in detail, we provide a high-level overview. Consider the function azimuth in Figure 2 that computes the angle between an observer and a point of
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interest with a reference plane. Similar computations frequently appear in domains such as cyberphysical systems or robotics, where they are executed often, so should run fast, but where they may
also need high accuracy. The example is specified as a real-valued function, together with a precondition (require clause on line 2) that bounds the possible input values, as well as a postcondition
(the ensuring clause in line 15) that specifies a maximum absolute error on the result. In practice, the
input domain would be, for instance, determined from valid ranges of sensors, and the maximum
allowed error from the sensitivity of actuators, or stability proofs in the case of controllers [5].
Regina’s goal is to find an effective partition of the program’s input domain such that the program can be soundly optimized on each sub-domain separately, leading to an overall reduction
in a given cost metric. In this paper, we consider two optimizations, mixed-precision tuning and
rewriting, that consider running time and accuracy of the generated code as the cost metric, respectively. We call an optimized expression together with the sub-domain it has been optimized
on a sub-regime. A set of non-overlapping sub-regimes covering the whole input domain is called
a regime, and the size of regime denotes the number of sub-regimes.
Mixed-Precision Tuning. Mixed-precision tuning [9, 12, 38] is a process of assigning (potentially
different) finite-precision types to each variable and arithmetic operation. Its goal is to increase
performance while satisfying a user-defined error bound. Since some operations contribute to the
final rounding error more than others, mixed-precision tuning attempts to assign higher precisions
to these high-error inducing operations and uses less costly lower precision on others. Suppose
that a user has specified that the worst-case absolute error of the function azimuth should be 4.57e14. The sound roundoff error analysis tool Daisy [13] determines a worst-case error of 9.15e-14
when all operations are in uniform double floating-point precision, which is not enough to meet
the target error bound. Since the error is close to the target error (less than an order of magnitude),
it might be enough to increase the precision for only a subset of variables. Unfortunately, when
Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning algorithm [12] optimizes the program on the whole specified input
domain, it assigns quad precision1 to all but the input variables. The resulting program is as slow
as the uniform quad precision implementation.
Our regime inference tool Regina, parametric in the optimization and optimizer, can be used
on top of Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning to find a faster program than Daisy alone. First, Regina
subdivides the input domain into 24 sub-domains, and runs Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning on
each of them separately. This optimization results in the same precision assignment on several
sub-domains, which are subsequently (partially) merged. For the target error of 4.57e-14, the 24
original sub-domains are merged into 5. In a second step, our top-down phase starts from these 5
sub-domains and attempts to find additional splits that reduce the (abstract) cost. In our example,
Regina finds one more beneficial split and returns 6 sub-domains. In fact, Regina finds that only
a single sub-domain (out of the resulting 6) actually requires mixed-precision:
lat1 ∈ [0.2, 0.4], lat2 ∈ [0.5, 0.625], lon1 ∈ [2.094, 3.142], lon2 ∈ [−3.142, −1.821]
Regina encodes the sub-domains using if-then-else statements. We show the structure of the
resulting generated program in Figure 3(a), and the code generated for the one mixed-precision
sub-domain in Figure 3(b). The remaining 5 sub-domains use uniform double precision. The generated C code meets the user-specified error bound and runs 93% faster than the mixed-precision
implementation that Daisy alone generates.
1 IEEE quad precision has 128 bits, but libraries, such as GCC’s quadmath [1] that we use often provide slightly less precision

for increased performance.
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Fig. 3. Sub-regimes in C generated for azimuth benchmark.

For a tighter error bound of 9.15e-15 as on line 16 in Figure 2 (an order of magnitude smaller
than the uniform double error), Regina generated 11 sub-regimes of which 5 need mixed precision
and the remaining ones can still be implemented in uniform double precision. The bottom-up
phase again generates 24 sub-domains initially, and merges these into 10. The top-down phase
subsequently splits one these so that 11 sub-regimes are generated overall. The generated code
runs 84% faster than the uniform quad implementation that Daisy alone generates.
Rewriting. We further instantiate Regina’s regime inference with the rewriting optimization
(also provided by Daisy) that attempts to improve the worst-case absolute error bound of an expression using real-valued equivalence rules (i.e. the cost metric is accuracy). For our example,
such rewriting can be applied on the computation on line 14 in Figure 2. Assuming uniform double precision, Daisy’s rewriting applied to the whole domain is only able to improve the maximum
error by 1%.
Regina generates 23 sub-regimes with 11 unique rewritten expressions, including, for instance:
1

sdLon * ( clat2 / ((slat2 * clat1) - (clat2 * (cdLon * slat1) )) )

2

(clat2 * sdLon) / ((clat1 * slat2) - (slat1 * (clat2 * cdLon)))

3

clat2 * (sdLon / ((clat1 * slat2) - ((slat1 * cdLon) * clat2)))

The inferred regime has only 11 distinct rewritings, because sub-regimes with the same rewritten
expression are not necessarily neighboring each other and thus cannot be merged. Note that we
did not limit the number of branches for this optimization, since we optimized for accuracy, though
it is straight-forward to customize Regina to limit the number of branches, if needed. We observed
the cost of our simple conditional branches to be very small, especially compared to the additional
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Fig. 4. Regime inference algorithm.

cost that rewriting may introduce due to additional operations (e.g. when applying distributivity).
The generated code has a (proven) worst-case error that is 36% smaller than the expression which
Daisy generates for the whole domain.
3 REGIME INFERENCE ALGORITHM
We focus on sound floating-point optimizations that guarantee or optimize a worst-case rounding
error bound that holds for all specified inputs. Since the magnitude of rounding errors heavily
depends on the domain of an expression’s variables, different domains allow for different optimizations. While it is possible to partition an input domain using complex expressions, in this
work we focus on sub-domains described by intervals for two main reasons. First, at runtime a
program needs to evaluate partition conditions to decide which optimized version (sub-regime) to
execute. Evaluating complex expressions takes longer than a simple interval bounds check, and
may offset the performance improvements of each sub-regime (when optimizing for performance
with mixed-precision tuning). Secondly, the rounding error analysis in state-of-the-art sound numerical programs’ optimizers [9, 13] is fundamentally interval-based and thus does not leverage
non-interval sub-domains well.
Interval sub-domains can be checked for efficiently with conditional statements (see Section 3.3).
While such checks incur a negligible cost compared to the rest of the execution, we nonetheless
want to limit the number of sub-regimes—to improve readability of the generated code and to
reduce the running time of our regime inference procedure itself.
Regina’s algorithm works in two phases: first running the bottom-up phase to explore the subdomains up to an initial depth, and then the top-down phase that explores the space further, on
demand, with one of two available search procedures. Figure 4 illustrates the high-level algorithm.
The bottom-up phase, explained in detail in Section 3.1, exhaustively subdivides the input space
and then attempts to merge sub-regimes with equal optimizations. The top-down phase, explained
in Section 3.2, includes two alternative search procedures, each of which divides the given domain
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on demand, guided by a (static) cost function. Both phases are motivated by two techniques that
have been successful in reducing over-approximations in rounding error analysis in the tools Daisy
and FPTuner, respectively.
Our approach is generic w.r.t. the floating-point optimization and the cost metric that is being
optimized. We will use the function optimize to stand for some optimization routine that takes
as input a domain, an expression and possibly a target rounding error bound and that returns a
new, optimized expression. The cost function takes an expression and its domain as input and
returns a numeric value reflecting the optimization objective; we will assume that lower cost is
better. In Section 4, we show how we instantiate these algorithms with two different optimizations,
mixed-precision tuning and rewriting, that optimize performance and accuracy, respectively.
We illustrate our algorithm using a running example, in which we infer a regime for mixedprecision tuning on the carthesianToPolar_radius function from Figure 1(a). In our example, the
optimize function uses Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning, and cost statically estimates the abstract
performance of each tuned regime of carthesianToPolar_radius. cost does not estimate the actual
running time, but rather an abstract cost that only needs to distinguish which of two regimes
is likely to be faster. The detailed instantiation of optimize and cost for mixed-precision tuning is
described in Section 4.1. In contrast to our approach, Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning alone applied
on the carthesianToPolar_radius’s whole input domain (x ∈ [1.0, 100.0], y ∈ [1.0, 100.0]) did not
result in any measurable performance improvements.
3.1 Bottom-Up Phase
The regime inference algorithm starts by exploring possible regimes in a bottom-up phase. It is
inspired by interval subdivision, a technique that has been used in static rounding error analysis
tools to reduce over-approximations [13, 20].
Figure 5 shows the pseudo-code of the bottom-up phase. First, it subdivides the input domain
uniformly into smaller pieces and optimizes each one individually. We split the each variable’s
interval into equal pieces, as it is not obvious up front, i.e. before running the actual optimization,
which sub-division will be beneficial. The number of initial sub-regimes clearly influences the possible improvements of regime inference, however, calling optimization on too many sub-regimes is
expensive. In our implementation we currently limit the maximum number of sub-regimes that a
method can generate to 32. Hence, depending on the number of input variables, we subdivide each
variable’s domain between 16 and 2 times.2 We found empirically that larger initial sub-division
size only increases the algorithm’s running time, and does not change resulting regimes significantly. Understandably, on sufficiently small sub-domains an optimizer can no longer improve an
individual sub-regime cost (e.g. in mixed-precision it already uses the lowest available precision).
The obtained optimized expressions on individual sub-domains constitute the initial regime. We
have observed that frequently many optimized program bodies in this initial regime are equal. In a
second step, our algorithm tries to find a smaller regime by merging the neighboring sub-domains
whose body is the same (function mergeSameBodies in Figure 5). We call two sub-domains (and the
corresponding sub-regimes) neighboring if they differ in ranges for exactly one variable, and after
merging these ranges the new sub-domain does not overlap with any existing sub-domain. Having
a smaller regime (i.e. fewer sub-regimes) is beneficial for readability of the generated code, as well
as for the running time of our tool, as the running time of the successive top-down phase heavily
depends on size of the given regime.
The initial regime for our running example is shown in Figure 6(a). Here, the input domain
is split into 25 sub-domains (splitting the interval for both variables x and y into 5 equal-sized
2 For

programs with more than 5 variables we subdivide the 5 largest input intervals in half and leave the rest unchanged.
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Fig. 6. Merge strategy.

intervals), and the labels A-D denote different optimized expressions: A - all operations and intermediate results are assigned a double precision, B - one intermediate result is assigned quad
precision, the rest use double, in C two variables have quad precision, and in D - four.
Finding the optimal merge with minimum number of resulting sub-regimes is an exact set cover
problem, which is known to be NP-complete. Hence, our algorithm uses a heuristic to decide which
neighbors should be merged: it starts with the first input variable (as they appear in the source code)
and performs all possible merges along this variable, then repeats for the rest of input variables.
The algorithm merges along each variable once. Depending on the order of variables in the source
code such a heuristic can overlook beneficial joins. Consider an initial regime in Figure 6(a) that
contains 10 sub-regimes with the optimized expression C. Red squares mark sub-regimes that have
neighbors with the same optimized expressions along two variables: x and y. Merging along the
variable x (horizontal axis) is clearly beneficial, as it will result in fewer sub-regimes in total (see
Figure 6(b)). However, if the variable y appears in the list of function arguments before x, the
algorithm will first merge along y (vertically) and create a sub-optimal result shown in Figure 6(c).
For our running example the bottom-up phase produces a regime that includes 11 sub-regimes,
as shown in Figure 7(a). Compared to the version of carthesianToPolar_radius optimized on the
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Fig. 7. Regimes inferred at different stages of the algorithm.

Fig. 8. Regimes inferred by top-down phase starting with the whole input domain.

whole specified domain, a program with this regime runs around 45% faster. Starting from this
regime, our algorithm will try to further improve performance in the top-down phase.
3.2 Top-Down Phase
The next phase is inspired by the branch-and-bound technique that is being used by FPTuner [41]
to find a domain-specific optimum of an arithmetic expression. Since the errors are not necessarily
distributed uniformly over the input domain, it is often beneficial to sub-divide on-demand along
selected variables. Our top-down phase starts from the regime found by the bottom-up phase
(in Figure 7(a)) and tries to find a regime with even lower cost by repeatedly splitting variables’
domains. We consider two approaches: a ‘simple’ search as well as genetic search. Both search
approaches are guided by a static cost function, they stop if either no further cost improvement is
possible in a single split, or when the algorithm has reached some maximum number of iterations.
For multivariate programs it is non-trivial to choose how to split a domain. One can split along
one variable—split the range of one variable, while keeping ranges of the other variables intact—
split along a subset of variables or all of them. Furthermore, we need to select a split point on each
of the ranges. As for the merging strategies of the bottom-up phase, there is no way to know in
advance which direction of split will be beneficial. Similarly, finding the most beneficial split point
would require additional analysis of the domain and is expensive.
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 20, No. 5s, Article 81. Publication date: September 2021.
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Fig. 9. Top-down phase with alternative regime search procedures.

3.2.1 Simple Search. Due to this inherent complexity, our simple search procedure attempts to
find a lower-cost regime using a heuristic: split only along one variable in the middle of its range.
The pseudo-code for the top-down phase with the simple search is shown in the Figure 9. The
algorithm attempts to split across each variable separately, then selects the split with the lowest
cost and disregards the others. As a result, at every step the algorithm splits along one variable
that provides the largest cost improvement. Such a strategy allows us to create regimes that are at
least as good as the starting point (according to the cost function).
The algorithm terminates if it found a regime, upon which it cannot improve by splitting further.
In general, the top-down algorithm is not guaranteed to terminate, therefore we limit the depth of
splitting by a constant maxDepth.
For our running example the inferred regime has not changed after applying the simple search
(see Figure 7(b)), splitting either of sub-domains in the middle did not improve the cost.
3.2.2 Genetic Search. Note that the regime returned by the top-down phase is not necessarily
optimal. As illustrated by our running example, the search can give up too early, when a single split
exactly in the middle of a variable’s range does not improve the cost, but a different (potentially
deeper) split would. To allow different splits and help overcome the local minima problem, we
propose an alternative search procedure geneticSearch from Figure 9(b) that uses randomization
in form of a genetic algorithm. Unlike the simple search, the genetic approach allows for multiple
possible regimes to exist in parallel and selects sub-domains to be split and a split point randomly.
We instantiate the genetic algorithm framework in the following way: a regime represents an
individual to be mutated, a collection of regimes is a population, and splitting the range of a
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 20, No. 5s, Article 81. Publication date: September 2021.
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variable is a mutation. As in the simple top-down search we start from the regime returned by
the bottom-up phase, this regime forms the initial population. In every generation, the algorithm
chooses a regime and variable that will be mutated using ranked choice [45]. First, all regimes are
sorted based on their cost and one is selected. Inside the selected regime, the variables are ranked
according to the width of their range. Once the variable is selected, the algorithm splits the range
at a random point (but at least 5% of the width).
Note that selecting a regime and variable to be mutated with ranked choice is simply an instantiation of randomness and can be replaced by any other heuristic. Because of the randomness
and multiple regimes existing in parallel, the genetic search is less likely to get stuck in a local
minimum, compared to the simple search that at each iteration keeps only one regime with the
smallest cost and splits sub-domains exactly in the middle of variable’s range.
We use a population size of 10 and repeat the loop for 10 generations (we have not observed a
noticeable improvement in the results with larger values). On the final population the algorithm
performs a post-processing step that merges identical neighbors using the mergeSameBodies function
from bottom-up algorithm.
Starting from the results of the bottom-up phase the genetic top-down phase has inferred a
regime for our running example shown in Figure 7(c).3 While it is largely similar to the results
of the bottom-up phase with and without the simple top-down search, a slight shift of the subdomain bounds (bottom left corner) allows a sound optimizer to prove smaller error bounds
and assign lower precision, thus further increasing the performance gain by 10%. A version of
carthesianToPolar_radius with the resulting regime in Figure 7(c) runs 54% faster than the wholedomain optimized version.
3.2.3 Input Regime. The quality of regimes produced by the top-down phase with both simple
and genetic search clearly depends on the starting point, i.e. input regime. While it is also possible to start from the whole domain (the program’s initial input ranges) even with randomization
the top-down phase is likely to give up too early when it gets stuck in a local optimum. To illustrate
this, we have applied the top-down phase with both search procedures to our running example’s
whole domain. It inferred 2 sub-regimes shown in Figure 8, both of which are using at least 5
variables in quad precision. Even though with more fine-grained regime it is possible to use lower
precision (as illustrated in Figure 7), the top-down phase was not able to find a lower-cost regime
with one split. The bottom-up phase, on the other hand, has already explored the domain up to
a certain depth. For many benchmarks this preliminary exploration is sufficient to overcome the
local optimum.
3.3 Code Generation
Once a regime was found, our tool Regina generates code that uses conditional branches to select the appropriate expressions at runtime. A naive approach to generating the output code for
a regime of size n would be to output a linear succession of conditional statements that cover exactly one sub-regime each. However, this approach requires O (kn) number of tests, where k is the
number of input variables, and n is the size of a regime.
Instead, Regina generates nested conditional statements leading to the individual regime bodies, where in each test we check the value of only a single variable. The asymptotic behavior of
3 Our

heuristic merging strategy could not merge two neighboring sub-regimes with expression A in the bottom-left corner. mergeSameBodies merges along each variable only once, here, first x, then y. When merging along x, the sub-domain
x∈ [1.0, 10.9], y ∈ [1.0, 19.8] was further split along y and therefore did not satisfy the definition of a neighboring subdomain.
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the number of tests performed is now O (loд(n)), keeping the cost of conditional branches low,
especially since every test itself is relatively cheap.
While for a single input variable it is always possible to generate one path for each sub-regime,
this does not hold in general for multivariate functions. By generating nested conditionals, we
generate code with more paths than the number of sub-regimes. That is, a sub-regime may be
described by a union of several paths. Regina generates the conditional branches one input
dimension at a time, starting with the variable for which there exists a sub-regime with the largest
sub-domain.
For mixed-precision tuning, code generation furthermore needs to account for the fact that different sub-regimes may assign different precisions to the function’s input and output variables. To
preserve soundness, Regina assigns for each input variable and the return expression the highest
precision that one of the sub-regimes has assigned. For each regime part where the input or return
precisions do not exactly match the upper bound of all input and return precisions, we introduce
downcasts. Note that this casting procedure is also accounted for in the cost function in order to
penalize inferred regimes that necessitate many casts.
4 OPTIMIZATIONS
We instantiate regime inference in our implemented tool Regina with two optimizations: mixedprecision tuning and rewriting that optimize for average running time and worst-case absolute
error, respectively. Note that our regime inference algorithms can be instantiated with any optimization objective. For instance, one could optimize the regimes with respect to worst-case performance, or average rounding error. The only adjustment necessary to change the objective is to
provide an appropriate cost function.
4.1

Regime Inference for Mixed-Precision Tuning

For mixed-precision tuning we consider the two existing openly available sound tuning tools Daisy
and FPTuner.
Daisy. We first instantiate Regina with Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning routine [12], by calling
Daisy as the optimize function. Daisy uses delta-debugging, a kind of divide-and-conquer algorithm,
to search through different mixed-precision assignments, and calls a dataflow analysis to compute
the rounding error of each.
FPTuner. Separately, we instantiate Regina with FPTuner’s mixed-precision optimization [9],
which uses a fundamentally different technique. FPTuner formulates the search for a mixedprecision assignment as an optimization problem, which it solves using a sound branch-and-bound
interval solver. While this technique often produces better results (programs with lower running
time) [12], the tuning process is also more expensive than the one in Daisy.
Cost Function. For instantiating our regime inference algorithms, we further need a cost function that reflects the optimization objective and that will guide the search and compare the quality
of regimes. We choose to optimize the average performance of a program and assume that a program’s inputs are uniformly distributed in the input domain. We assume a uniform distribution for
convenience and simplicity, and note that it is possible to take into account a different distribution
by adjusting the parameters of the cost function. We optimize for average, instead of worst-case,
performance, because often one of the sub-regimes will need to use the highest precision, and thus
no optimizations would be possible under a worst-case metric. That said, it is possible to account
for the worst-case execution time by estimating it additionally and pruning the regimes that do
not satisfy a constraint.
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To estimate the (abstract) average performance of a program with regime, our cost function
first computes an abstract arithmetic cost on each individual sub-regime. We use the term arithmetic cost to denote the performance of a floating-point expression without branches (i.e. on a single sub-domain). To compute the arithmetic cost, we use Daisy’s existing simple mixed-precision
cost function. It assigns to each 128-bit arithmetic and cast operation twice the cost of the same
operation in 64 bits, and has been shown to work well for mixed-precision tuning between double
and quad precision [12]. Note that it is also possible to tune between any other two precisions (e.g.
64 and 32 bits), provided a suitable arithmetic cost function. For computing the arithmetic cost, we
are deliberately using an existing cost function previously shown to be adequate, as it is Regina’s
parameter and not a contribution of this work.
Since the goal is to increase average performance, next, the cost function computes a weighted
average arithmetic cost of each sub-regime. Finally, the cost function adds an offset for the number
of sub-regimes to account for branching. The final cost of a regime is thus computed as follows:
n

w i Ai + (n − 1)
costmp (reдime) =
i=1

where n is the number of sub-regimes, w i is an ith sub-regime’s weight that corresponds to the
sub-domain’s volume normalized to the whole domain’s volume,4 and Ai is an arithmetic cost of
the ith sub-regime. Even though evaluation of branching conditions is cheap, we still add a small
offset (n − 1) to avoid inferring branches with negligible performance improvements.
4.2

Regime Inference for Rewriting

For rewriting, Regina calls Daisy’s rewriting routine [12] as the optimize function. This optimization searches for an order of evaluation that is equivalent to the original expression under a realvalued semantics, but for which Daisy can prove a smaller rounding error bound (using its sound
analysis). Since floating-point arithmetic does not satisfy common real-valued identities such as
associativity and distributivity, reordering a computation in general leads to different results (and
roundoff errors), even though the expression is equivalent under the reals. Daisy searches through
the different evaluation orders using a genetic algorithm, applying real-valued identities as the
mutation operation.
The goal of our regime inference for sound rewriting is to minimize the worst-case rounding
error across sub-regimes. Accordingly, Regina uses a regime’s maximum rounding error as the
cost function. First, the cost function computes the arithmetic cost of an individual sub-regime.
We use Daisy’s worst-case rounding error analysis with the interval abstract domain to bound
variables’ ranges and affine arithmetic for errors. The overall cost is the maximum error seen
across all sub-regimes:
costr w (reдime) = max err i
i ∈[1,n]

where n is the number of sub-regimes, and err i is the worst-case absolute rounding error of the
i-th sub-regime. Since we are optimizing for accuracy and not performance, and testing inputs’
bounds does not affect accuracy of the computed value, we do not add any cost to prune additional
branches. The regime inference algorithms themselves limit a total number of sub-regimes, so the
resulting program will not have unreasonably many branches, and the branches generated can
be evaluated efficiently. If needed, the cost function can straight-forwardly be extended to also
account for the increased running time, however.
4 For

non-uniformly distributed inputs the weight w i can reflect the probability of the i-th sub-regime being executed.
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Fig. 10. NMSE-example-3.9 benchmark.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate Regina on a standard benchmark set for floating-point analysis, and compare sound
optimizations with and without regime inference. In particular, we focus on the following research
questions:
RQ1: Does regime inference improve over whole-domain optimizations?
RQ2: Is the two-phase approach beneficial over each one separately?
5.1

Benchmarks

We evaluate regime inference on the FPBench benchmark set [11], a standard benchmark set for
floating-point verification and optimization tools. For those benchmarks that originally contain
loops, we generate a new version that consists of the loop body only (i.e. corresponds to one loop
iteration). We exclude benchmarks that contain conditional statements, as well as benchmarks
for which Daisy is not able to compute a roundoff error, e.g. when Daisy’s analysis is not precise
enough to show that a division is safe, i.e. does not divide by zero.
Many FPBench benchmarks already come with preconditions that bound the ranges of inputs.
We use these as the initial domains for our optimization. When a precondition is missing or does
not provide a closed range for all variables, we add input range bounds ourselves. For a few benchmarks, Daisy is not able to compute the roundoff error for the original precondition, but it is able
to do so for a slightly modified—more constrained—one. In these cases, we consider the modified
precondition for our experiments. In total, we consider 100 out of the 131 FPBench benchmarks,
including 32 that contain elementary function calls and 15 that contain square root operations.
The existing and chosen input variable domains cover realistic preconditions, but are relatively
small in the sense that they do not contain e.g. very large values (double floating-point precision
supports exponents of up to 21023 ). With such preconditions, most of the benchmarks are numerically stable in the sense that the committed rounding errors are not very large, as computed by
state-of-the-art sound rounding error analysis tools [13, 42].
5.2

Comparison with Herbie

Regina is the first tool that infers regimes for sound floating-point optimizations, i.e. those that
guarantee that the rounding error of an optimized program does not exceed a specified bound.
In contrast, todays state-of-the-art tools that infer regimes [37, 44, 46] use dynamic analysis to
estimate rounding errors and therefore do not provide rounding error guarantees. Hence, there is
no regime inference tool that we can directly compare to.
For completeness, we nonetheless perform a comparison with the dynamic analysis-based tool
Herbie [37] that is closest to Regina in terms of the optimization that is being applied. Herbie’s
goal is to reduce (large) rounding errors by rewriting an arithmetic expression. Error guarantees
aside, the goal is similar to when Regina is instantiated with Daisy’s rewriting optimization. Unlike
Regina, Herbie can split the domain only along a single variable. First, Herbie randomly samples
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points and identifies which inputs cause large rounding errors, then it isolates these inputs into a
sub-domain, and, when possible, improves the errors on this sub-domain with rewriting. Unlike
Daisy, Herbie rewrites not only using real-valued identities, but also polynomial approximations
(that are not real-semantics preserving).
Two other tools—AutoRNP [46] and the tool by Wang et al. [44]—are further away from Regina’s
goal. Like Herbie, they identify large rounding errors using a dynamic analysis, but their rewrite
rules are more specialized or do not preserve real-valued semantics, i.e they only use approximations. Since the more specialized rules are largely not applicable to the general-purpose FPBench
benchmarks, and it is not meaningful to compare error bounds obtained on semantically different
expressions, we do not compare Regina’s results with AutoRNP and the tool by Wang et al.
We run Herbie on all of our benchmarks four times to account for randomness, since it is using
heuristic search and randomly sampled inputs. Herbie created regimes only for two benchmarks
out of 100. In all four runs, Herbie created a regime for the nmse_example_3.9 benchmark, the
example regime is shown in Figure 10(b) (exact output slightly differs between the runs). Additionally, in one of the runs Herbie also found a regime for a second benchmark, nmse_example_3.3. For
both benchmarks Herbie used rewrite rules that do not preserve real-valued semantics, thus, we
cannot compare the optimized expression’s rounding error with Regina’s results (the same reason
we do not compare with AutoRNP, Wang et al.).
These limited results are not particularly surprising, given that Herbie’s stated goal is to repair large rounding errors—numerical instabilities. The results confirm that regime inference for—
especially sound—floating-point optimizations of numerically stable code is missing.
We conclude that Herbie (and the other existing repair techniques [44, 46]) are complementary
to Regina’s goal: they can be used to first repair a program with large errors, so that Regina can
optimize branches of the resulting program.
5.3 Experimental Setup
5.3.1 Mixed-Precision Tuning. The goal of mixed-precision tuning is to reduce the running time
of an arithmetic expression as compared to a uniform precision implementation, while nonetheless meeting a user-provided error bound. For our evaluation, we thus have to define target error
bounds, the precisions that we consider for tuning, as well as a suitable comparison baseline.
Following previous work,5 we generate two sets of target error bounds. We first compute the
rounding error for a given benchmark assuming uniform 64 bit double precision, and then multiply this error by 0.5 or 0.1 to obtain the target error bound. We choose two error bounds for each
benchmark, because different bounds provide for different optimization opportunities. Choosing
a smaller target error (using the factor 0.1), we generally expect less opportunities for mixedprecision tuning, and less improvements w.r.t. a uniform precision baseline. We will denote the
benchmark set with error factor 0.5 by half-double benchmarks, and the benchmark set with factor
0.1 by order benchmarks (for an order-of-magnitude smaller error).
For comparison with Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning, we compute the 64 bit double precision
errors using Daisy, and for the comparison with FPTuner we compute the baseline errors correspondingly with FPTuner (since they use different techniques, the errors generally differ). It is not
a goal of this paper to compare Daisy’s or FPTuner’s tuning, rather we want to show that regime
inference is beneficial for both techniques.
5 It

has been observed that mixed-precision tuning is most useful when the target error bound is just below a uniform
precision error [9, 13].
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As in previous work [9], we consider mixed-precision tuning with double and quad precision,
where quad is implemented by the GCC quadmath library [1]. The goal is to improve the running
time over a uniform quad precision implementation of each benchmark.
For hardware platforms where single and double precision (32 and 64 bit) have different running
times, tuning would be equally possible (with an appropriate cost function).
We compare the running time of programs generated by Regina against the running time of programs generated by Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning. To ensure a fair comparison, we run Daisy’s
tuning using its subdivision method for computing ranges, using the same number of subdivisions
as in the bottom-up phase. By doing so, we avoid seemingly improving over Daisy simply by using a more accurate range computation method. We compare Regina instantiated with FPTuner’s
mixed-precision tuning routine against FPTuner alone.
Mixed-precision programs are generated as C code that is compiled with g++ 9.3 with the
flags -O2 -fPIC and whose running time we measure using C’s high_resolution_clock on 106 uniformly distributed random inputs. We repeat the measurement three times and take the average
of those three runs for comparisons. We compute the improvements as (baselineTime - regimeTime)/baselineTime. We checked that the such computed performance improvements are accurate to within 0.02, hence we count a benchmark’s performance as improved if the improvement
is larger than 0.02.
5.3.2 Rewriting. We evaluate regime inference instantiated with Daisy’s rewriting and compare
the accuracy improvements w.r.t. to rewriting without regimes. Similarly as for mixed-precision
tuning, we run Daisy’s vanilla rewriting with the subdivision method for computing the ranges for
a fair comparison. We compute the improvement in worst-case absolute error as (baselineError −
reдimeError )/baselineError .
5.3.3 Hardware Details. Because FPTuner requires Ubuntu, we run our mixed-precision tuning
experiments on a compute cluster node with a dual-core Intel Xeon E5 v2 processor at 3.3 GHz
and 16x16GB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.7. We run the experiments with the rewriting optimization on a Mac mini with an 6-core Intel i5 processor at 3 GHz with 16 GB RAM running macOS
Catalina, because the rewriting optimization runs in parallel and runs significantly faster on a
6-core machine.
We set a timeout of 30min per benchmark for all experiments.
5.4

RQ 1: Improvements over Whole-Domain Optimizations

Table 1 summarizes our experimental results for the three different optimizations: Daisy’s mixedprecision tuning with Daisy, FPTuner’s mixed-precision tuning and Daisy’s rewriting. We have
marked in bold the overall best results. For FPTuner, we report only results of the first or the second
phase of our algorithm alone, because the running time of FPTuner’s mixed-precision tuning is
very high, and running the two-phase algorithm led to timeouts for most benchmarks.
Regina improves running time over Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning for 73 half-double benchmarks with an average improvement of 65.7%, and improves 46 order benchmarks with an average
improvement of 65.6%. Regina also improves over FPTuner’s mixed-precision tuning for up to 31
half-double benchmarks with an average improvement of 52.2%, and for 18 order benchmarks with
an improvement of 56.3%. The number of order benchmarks improved is lower, as expected, since
a smaller error bound provides less opportunities for optimizations.
Regina with rewriting is able to improve the worst-case error for 62 out of 100 benchmarks
with an average improvement of 54.4%. That is, with regime inference, we are able to essentially
half the optimized (proven) error at compile time.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics for different Optimizations, Comparing Regime Inference Against
Optimizations without Regimes

Rewriting

FPTuner

Daisy mixed-tuning

method
half-double
bottom+genetic
bottom+top
bottomUp
topDown
genetic
order-error
bottom+genetic
bottom+top
bottomUp
topDown
genetic
half-double
bottomUp
topDown
order-error
bottomUp
topDown
bottom+genetic
bottom+top
bottomUp
topDown
genetic

improv. avrg.
>0.02
improv.

regime
# best size
>1

avrg.
regime
size

avrg.
runtime
(s)

TO

73
74
74
64
72

65.7%
64.4%
63.5%
60.6%
62.5%

54
56
39
35
37

57
62
63
60
60

5.3
5.6
5.2
3.9
3.1

67.8
50.0
52.2
66.5
93.9

14
14
13
11
9

46
45
47
40
45

65.6%
65.6%
58.5%
52.4%
61.1%

35
28
21
21
28

52
55
56
37
38

4.8
5.0
4.6
2.5
2.0

160.5
141.9
133.9
55.4
181.7

21
24
21
10
11

31
27

52.2%
44.5%

-

50
30

7.8
2.7

665.6
677.8

23
19

18
18
62
53
43
43
58

56.3%
43.3%
54.4%
40.5%
44.3%
52.5%
48.1%

59
48
43
39
41

30
25
45
48
45
56
54

5.3
3.2
7.2
7.4
7.0
7.9
4.7

656.6
574.1
383.5
191.4
279.8
212.0
306.5

35
18
15
7
7
11
11

Column 2 gives the number of benchmarks for which there is an improvement over the optimized baseline
without regimes, column 3 gives the average improvement over those benchmarks, column 4 gives the
number of benchmarks for which a method produces an improvement that is within 2% of the best result
among all methods. We do not report the number of the best results per method for FPTuner (marked ‘-’), as
it is not meaningful for comparing only two methods. Columns 5 and 6 give the number of benchmarks
where generated regime has multiple sub-regimes, and the average size of regimes. Columns 7 and 8 give
the average running time of regime inference and the number of benchmarks that timed out.

The improvements by regime inference that we report in Table 1 are w.r.t. to the already optimized baseline. For comparison, Daisy’s vanilla mixed-precision tuning without regimes improves performance over a uniform quad precision baseline by only 28% and 25%, respectively for
half-error and order benchmarks, and Daisy’s rewriting without regimes improves accuracy w.r.t.
the original expressions by only 13%. We conclude that regime inference with Regina provides
significant performance improvements over mixed-precision tuning without regimes, as well as
accuracy improvements over rewriting.
Details: Mixed-Precision Tuning. In fact, e.g. the bottom-up approach generates uniform double
precision code for 24 half-double benchmarks, i.e. does not use mixed precision at all. The reason
why Daisy was not able to discover this uniform precision is that even though we run Daisy with
the interval subdivision method for computing accurate ranges, the optimization itself nonetheless considers the entire domain at once, which leads to over-approximations. For the order benchACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 20, No. 5s, Article 81. Publication date: September 2021.
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marks, Regina generates uniform double precision code for 6 benchmarks. Hence, an additional
side-effect of regime inference is that it reduces inherent over-approximations of the static analysis
for individual optimizations.
Details: Rewriting. The bottom part of Table 1 further shows that the number of benchmarks
with regime size greater than one, i.e. with several sub-regimes, is smaller than the number of
benchmarks improved overall. This is due to the fact that during regime inference, the verification
is performed on smaller sub-domains, which leads to a smaller overall computed error bound,
which in turn may help to discover a suitable rewriting. Since Regina still merges sub-regimes
with equal expressions in the end, we may end up with just a single expression. Thus, the ‘ondemand’ splitting that the methods bottom+genetic, bottom+top and genetic perform helps to
effectively find sub-domains for which suitable rewriting can be found (and proven).
5.5

RQ 2: Evaluation of Two-Phase Approach

Table 1 also lists a number of variations of regime-inference methods. Our full two-phase algorithm
(as described in Section 3) runs the bottom-up then the top-down phase with genetic or simple
search and is denoted by ‘bottom+genetic’ and ‘bottom+top’, respectively. Furthermore, we evaluate each of the two phasess separately: ‘bottomUp’ method stands for applying the bottom-up
phase alone, and ‘topDown’ and ‘genetic’ methods are results of applying the top-down phase with
a corresponding search procedure to the whole specified input domain (as opposed to resulting
regime of the bottom-up phase). Note that we limit the number of regimes that the top-down and
genetic methods are allowed to consider to the number of subdivisions that the bottom approach
generates for a fair comparison.
We compare the performance of these methods visually in the cactus plots in Figures 11 and
12, for Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning and rewriting optimizations, respectively. That is, we have
sorted the performance and accuracy improvements for each method individually, hence vertically
aligned points do not always correspond to the same benchmark. Values below 0.0 in Figure 11
correspond to timeouts and slowdowns. For clarity, Figure 12 shows only those benchmarks for
which one of the methods provides some accuracy improvement.
Overall, we observe that the combined approach (bottom+genetic and bottom+top) performs
better than each phase of the algorithm alone (bottomUp, topDown and genetic). The top-down
phase with the simple search procedure alone (topDown method), while still outperforming Daisy,
performs worst overall. Our hypothesis is that it gets stuck in a local optimum, whereas the topdown phase with genetic search and combined phases overcome these local optima thanks to
randomization and an initial exploration of the domain.
The performance of the combined two-phase approach comes at the expense of increased running time to compute the regime inference, and correspondingly also more timeouts (>30min). We
have not observed memory to be an issue for Regina.
Since the genetic search procedure relies on randomization, we evaluated the influence of different random seeds on the generated performance over three runs. We observe that the variation
in generated performance improvements is small (e.g. averages are within 2%), hence we conclude
that the genetic method is able to improve performance reliably.
5.6 Summary
Our experiments confirm that our regime inference algorithm is general with respect to floatingpoint optimizer and optimization. Our regime inference approach does not rely on a particular
technique used by the optimizer, and is equally applicable to the two (and the only publicly available) current state-of-the-art sound floating-point optimizers Daisy and FPTuner. Furthermore, it
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Fig. 11. Performance improvements of Regina over Daisy’s mixed-precision tuning (cactus plot).

Fig. 12. Accuracy improvements of Regina over Daisy’s whole-domain rewriting optimization (cactus plot).

provides a benefit for mixed-precision tuning both with Daisy and FPTuner that use very different techniques. Additionally, we were able to instantiate Regina for optimizations with different
objectives—optimizing average performance with mixed precision tuning and optimizing worstcase rounding error with rewriting. For both optimizations, regime inference is able to provide
improvements for a significant portion of the benchmarks—over a baseline that has already run
an optimization.
6

RELATED WORK
Regime Inference. As discussed before, closest to our work are tools Herbie [37], AutoRNP [46]
and the tool by Wang et al. [44]. They use a dynamic analysis to locate inputs with large rounding
errors and based on these, infer regimes on which different types of repairs are applied: piecewisequadratic or Taylor-based approximations [37, 46], or expression rewrites based on real-valued
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identities [37, 44]. By relying on a dynamic analysis, these techniques fundamentally target and
generate a different kind of regime. Specifically, for numerically stable expressions, i.e. those where
rounding errors do not vary widely, it is—by definition—difficult for dynamic analysis to identify
problematic inputs and thus to find partitions.
It is also not straight-forwardly possible to use a dynamic analysis to determine input domain
partitions and then to run a sound optimization technique. Since sound tools inherently need to
use abstractions, they will likely only be able to prove (and optimize) very different input partitions
than the one identified by dynamic analysis.
Further Related Work. Sound polynomial approximations of elementary functions are often generated as piece-wise polynomials [16, 27, 29], e.g. with binary search. This is also a type of specialized regime inference, but limited to a single variable.
Partitioning of programs’ input domain is widely used by sound verification tools to reduce
the over-approximation on error abstractions. Existing techniques apply to floating-point programs [13, 20] as well as a mixture of floating-point code with bit-level operations [21, 31, 33].
We instantiated our regime inference for mixed-precision tuning with optimization routines of
Daisy and FPTuner. Daisy and FPTuner are using sound dataflow analysis and branch-and-bound
optimizers to find their precision assignments. Alternatively, one might consider mixed-precision
tuning that uses a combination of backward static analysis and SMT solving in Salsa [10]. For programs where soundness guarantees are not required, our regime inference could also be instantiated with optimizations guided by dynamic analysis, as in Precimonious [38], STOKE-Float [39]
and others [22, 25, 28, 30, 40], or algorithmic differentiation in ADAPT [32]. Techniques applied
to numerical programs in the context of approximate computing, such as arithmetic operations
that with a certain probability return an erroneous value [34] may be another target for regime
inference.
To increase performance of floating-point numbers for machine learning and high-performance
computing researchers proposed the alternative representations Bfloat16 [43] and TensorFloat32 [36]. They use fewer bits for the mantissa than a single-precision IEEE-754 float [26], and
therefore incur higher errors. It is recommended to combine Bfloat16 and TensorFloat32 with the
IEEE-754 single-precision floats [36, 43] which fits the mixed-precision tuning objective.
A different flavor of finite precision is implemented in the posit number system [23]. Unlike
IEEE-754 floating points, posits dynamically adjust the number of bits for precision depending on
the represented value, but fundamentally also provide only finite precision. Dynamic precision
will likely result in a different error distribution in a program’s input domain. However, since our
regime inference technique is independent of a particular error distribution, we expect it to also
be useful with optimizations on posit-based programs.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that regime inference is beneficial not only for repairing large
floating-point rounding errors, but for sound floating-point optimizations targeting numerically
stable code as well. Even though we consider relatively simple interval-based regimes, these have
proven to be remarkably successful in optimizing the performance and accuracy of straight-line
expressions. The success comes exactly because of this simplicity: interval-based regimes allow
for efficient runtime checks and are well-supported by today’s sound floating-point analyzers. We
observe that the major cost in sound regime inference are the individual optimizations themselves,
and we show that a combination of breadth-first and depth-first search provides a good tradeoff.
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